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Introduction 

During the period January 22 to January 25, 1984, a sidescan sonar 

survey was conducted on St. Pierre Bank, of The Grand Banks of Newfoundland 

(Figure 1). The survey was conducted aboard the supply vessel, CLAYMORE SEA, 

owned by Secunda Marine Services Ltd., of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Geomarine 

Associates Ltd., of Halifax, provided the sidescan sonar system and operators. 

Navigation was provided by the vessel's onboard Loran-C system, with a satellite 

backup system. The sidescan data was recorded along the Loran-C lanes shown in 

the 1:15,000 Track Map of Enclosure 1 

The base for the track map was drafted from an enlarged portion of 

Canadian Hydrographic Service Chart L/C 4015 (CHS, 1983). The enlarged portion 

was redrafted to show every Loran C lane and the CLAYMORE SEA track lines were 

plotted on the new enlarged grid at 1:15,000. 

Bathymetry 

The survey area is located in the northwestern part of St. Pierre 

Bank, approximately 65 km southwest of Saint-Pierre Island and 135 km due south 

of Newfoundland. Water depths in the region range from 30 m on top of St. 

Pierre Bank, to over 480 m to the west in the Laurentian Channel (Figure 2). 

The values of bathymetry over the specific site are plotted on 

Enclosure 2. The echosounder data recorded during the sidescan survey did not 

receive fix marks and therefore is of little use. Depths were taken from the 

Canadian Hydrographic Service's Fieldsheet FS-2791-lOW at 1:75,000 and was 

enlarged to fit the 1:15,000 scale used in this report. The echosounder rolls 

of C.S.S. KAPUSKASING were not redigit!zed. The CHS field sheet, which was 

produced from data collected in 1957 and 1959, displays the water depths rounded 

to the nearest fathom and omits any fine topographic detail which may be 

present. The seafloor, which lies at an average depth of 45m (25 fm) over the 

site, is generally smooth, and dips gently towards the south. The shallowest 

depth of 3lm (17 fm) occurs over an isolated physiographic feature, located at 

the site's west central margin noted as "St. Pierre Shaul" on Enclosure 2. From 

this feature a topographic high extends eastward towards the centre of the site. 
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The greatest depth observed over the site, 71 m (39 fm), occurs along the site's 

southern margin where the head of a shelf-edge canyon tributary to the 

Laurentian Channel begins its descent southward. 
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Surficial Geology 

Positions of bottom photographs and grab samples previously 

recovered by Atlantic Geoscience Centre/Bedford Institute of Oceanography on St. 

Pierre Bank are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively and are listed in Table 

1. These photographs and sediment samples indicate that regionally the 

seafloor is covered by Sable Island Sand and Gravel (Fader et al, in Press), 

consisting of gravel with less than 50% sand. In the area surrounding the 

survey area, the sediments are shown to be dominated by moderate to well-rounded 

gravels of pebble size (AGC/BIO camera station HUDSON 73-006-207) to pebble to 

boulder sized material (AGC/BIO camera stations HUDSON 73-006-210 and HUDSON 

7 3-006-228). 

Simrad sonar data over the area have been collected by Atlantic 

Geoscience Centre/Bedford Institute of Oceanography over St. Pierre Bank in 

1972. The track map of the DAWSON cruise 72-009 and the Simrad sonar 

interpretation (by G. B. Fader and B. MacLean of the Atlantic Geoscience Centre) 

are shown in Figure 5. Fix positions of the DAWSON lines over the survey site 

of this report are presented in Table 2 and are also plotted on the Enclosure 1 

track map of the CLAYMORE SEA survey; the DAWSON 72-009 line crosses the very 

eastern margin of the area. 

. Surficial sediments within the survey area were not sampled or pho

tographed during the CLAYMORE SEA survey. Assumptions on the surficial sediment 

cover shown by the CLAYMORE SEA sidescan sonar are based on the seafloor 

photographs and sediment samples recovered in the area by the Atlantic 

Geoscience Centre. The Simrad sonar interpretation (by G. B. Fader and B. 
, -

MacLean of the Atlantic Geoscience Centre) along the eastern margin of the 

survey area does not correlate well to that of the CLAYMORE SEA sidescan sonar. 

The sidescan sonar records show a larger distribution of coarse gravel in this 

area as opposed to sand. 

From the sidescan records two acoustically different sediment zones 

were interpreted and are presented on the Surficial Geology Map of Enclosure 3. 

Zone 1 is a highly acousticly reflective zone. It is generally characterized on 

the sidescan records as being uniformly dark in tone. This zone correlates to 

the coarsest material over the site. Zone 2 is less reflective and appears much 

lighter in tone on the sidescan records. This zone is assumed to consist of 

finer material than Zone 1. 
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The most extensive sediment cover, represented by Zone 1, consists 

of coarse gravel (boulder-pebble) sized material. This zone is observed on the 

perimeter of the survey area, with the exception of the west-southwest corner. 

Over the survey's eastern area, several north-south linear features of exposed 

Zone l material trend into the central part of the area which is generally 

covered by the finer sediments of Zone 2. 

observed on the north-south track lines 

These 

(Figure 

linear features are best 

6). They display sharp 

well-defined contacts with Zone 2 along their western margin while the contacts 

with Zone 2 along their eastern boundaries are less-defined. Track lines which 

run east-west (Figure 7) show these coarse gravel features to be concentated on 

the eastern slope of trough shaped depressions. "Mottled" areas (Figure 8), 

which are caused by distinct patches of finer material, are observed and are 

included in Zone 1. These areas are mainly concentrated in the northeast sector 

of the site, along the contact between the two zones. 

The acoustically less-reflective material of Zone 2 is composed of 

finer gravels (pebble-granule size) and/or sand. This zone occupies the central 

part of the site and the southern area along its western boundary. A locally 

shallower lobe of Zone 2 material (Figure 9) bisects the site's eastern margin. 

A general correlation between surficial sediments and bathymetry was 

observed, but not well defined. It is noted that the coarser material of Zone l 

occupies the deeper areas around the site's perimeter. The finer material of 

Zone 2 is present over the shoalling feature at the site's western margin (here 

called St. Pierre Shoal). The finer material of Zone 2 generally corresponds to 

the topographically high lobe extending into the central area. No 

interpretation as to the sediment's 

is attempted in this report. 

mode of deposition or direction of movement 
, -
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TABLE 1 

CAMERA AND GRAB STATIONS FROM HUDSON 73-006 

Camera Station Number 

HUDSON-73-006-207 

HUDSON 73-006-210 

HUDSON-73-006-228 

HUDSON 73-006-234 

Position 

46°25.6' N 

56°59.2' w 

46°03.8' N 

56°35.6' w 

46°17.8' N 

56°32.0' w 

46°15.2' N 

56°12.6' w 

15 

From camera station log provided by Bob Miller, Atlantic Geoscience Centre, 

March 30, 1984. 

Grab Station Number 

HUDSON-73-006-208 

Position 

46°20.3'N 

56° 51. 8 'W 

From grab sample log of HUDSON Cruise 73-006, Atlantic Geoscience Centre. 



TABLE 2 

FIXES FROM DAWSON 72-009 CRUISE ON ST. PIERRE Blu'Il< 

Fix Position (time/day) 

1200/131 

1230/131 

1300/131 

1330/131 

1400/131 

Position 

46°11.2' N 

56°46.0' w 

46°14.3' N 

56°44.2' w 

46°17.2' N 

56°43.7' w 

46°19.8' N 

56°43.1' w 

46°20.3' N (Probable error in 

digitizing) 

56°43.4' w 

16 

Scaled from original cruise track plot of DAWSON 72-009 by Bob Miller, Atlantic 

Geoscience Centre, March 30, 1984. Original plot at 1:350,000. 

was from satellite and hyperbolic Decca on the original cruise. 

Positioning 

• 
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Summary, CLAYMORE SEA, Geomarine 84-18 Cruise 

January 21 - January 25, 1984 

Survey Vessel: CLAYMORE SEA, owned by Secunda 

Ltd., Marine Services 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. 

Geomarine Associates Ltd. Survey Personnel 

Party Chief 

Analogue Operator (Electronics Technician) 

Damian Kimball 

Dwight Mossman 

Sidescan Sonar 

Transceiver/Demultiplexer 

Transducers and Multiplexer 

Operating Frequency 

Transmit Pulse Width 

Sidescan Ancillary Systems 

Graphic Recorder 

Tow Fish 

Naviation System 

ORE Model 160B 

ORE Model 159 

100 kHz 

0.1 milliseconds 

EPC Model 3200, Dual Channel, 

Dry Paper 

ORE Model 1036 Deep Tow Vehicle 

Locally available Loran C reciever and satellite reciever, not inte

grated. 



Jan. 21/84 

Jan. 22/84 

0045 

0204 

Jan. 23/84 

Jan. 24/84 

1200 

Jan. 25/84 

1300 

2200 
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OPERATIONS SUMMARY 

Departed Mulgrave N.S. enroute to survey area. 

Arrived at survey area, deployed sidescan sonar. 

Began shooting lines. 

Continuing to run lines. 

Sidescan sonar out of water. 

Departing survey area en route to Marystown, NFLD. 

CLAYMORE SEA tied up in Marystown. 
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